IT TRAINING

IT Training programs

Technology has touched human lives in every possible
manner and keeps changing with each passing minute
thereby making it necessary to learn new things and intensify
knowledge of existing technologies. If you deep dive in to our
daily lives, you would realize that we use minimal capacities

of software tools thus rendering substantial portion
unproductive. This is mainly due to lack of training to use
functions of such tools and software. Simply put, updating
ourselves on technology is a necessity of business which we
cannot let turn a blind eye.

Companies in the IT sector have project driven compulsions
which needs serious and urgent training interventions. SLAs
and Project requirements compel project managers to opt
for training interventions in order to get their team readiness
intact for timely deliverables. Such companies thrive on their
ability to get their team trained in a short timeframe with

economical investments. Such companies find Edulight as
a good training option where their team can be
professionally trained and readied for project delivery.
Edulight offers gamut of training programs which are
focused towards IT professionals and End users.

......................................................................

TRAINING FOR IT PROFESSIONALS
This encompasses professionals viz software developers,
networking pros, security pros etc who are busy developing
codes and infrastructure for their clients. Edulight is a master
in the bespoke category of training needs wherein we
understand your project requirement in detail and provide
you a Subject Matter Expert who can train your project team
on the new niche technology and at the same time guide
them to the new project. These SMEs are not normal trainers
but experts who render their training services for the passion

of teaching new technologies to young IT aspirants. This is a
path breaking model specifically designed to move away
from standard trainers who despite their knowledge levels fall
short of desired feedback due to their lack of project
exposure. SME way is the Edulight mantra and the key
differentiator that we offer you. So if you are looking at some
meaningful depth oriented training programs through SMEs
then please reach out to us at trainings@edulight.co.in or
call us on 022-65502474.
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TRAINING FOR NON IT PROFESSIONALS
We help the non-IT professionals gain digital competencies,
training, knowledge and experience in various areas (for
example, MS Office, cloud, mobile, applications (i.e. apps)
and services, and digital platforms) necessary for them to
use enabling technologies in their organizations, which will
better enable them to plan, leverage and advise their

organizations for greater innovation, productivity and
success in today's rapidly-changing, technology-enabled
workplace. These programs are delivered in an user friendly
and jargon free manner such that the learners are better
equipped to use technology.

EDULIGHT COURSES
HTML 5

PHP
MICROSOFT TEST MANAGER
WINDOWS AZURE

TOGAF

ENDECA

CCNP/CCSA

SELENIUM

EDI IMPLEMENTATION

PMP

BLUECOAT

VSTS 2010

AGILE TESTING

SCRUM
FLASH

WEBSPHERE PROCESS SERVER

MOODLE
QLIKVIEW

ACTIONSCRIPT 3.0

FLEX

EXPRESSION BLEND

SILVERLIGHT
HADOOP

INFORMATICA – DATA A RCHIVING
FITNESSE

SITECORE

INFORMATICA – POWERCENTER

INFORMATICA – ILM T DM
Hl7

DBFIT

HIPAA COMPLIANCE
WEB ANALYTICS
HIPAA SECURITY

ZEND FRAMEWORK

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

SEO
C#

BUSINESS OBJECTS
VISUAL BASIC

SMM
UNIX(AIX/HP/SUN)

COGNOS

VBA

DOT NET (ALL VERSIONS)

IBM TECHNOLOGIES
SIEBEL

DATA WAREHOUSING

DB2 ADMINISTRATION

SAP
MYSQL
PYTHON

LINUX ADMINISTRATION

EPUB
MVS/CVS

MS FAST SEARCH

ADMINSTUDIO
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www.edulight.co.in | info@edulight.co.in
Call: +91-22-65502474/ 65326464
trainings@edulight.co.in
Skype: training.cts
Franchise enquiry: partner@edulight.co.in

